used on the plates in the punched slits
and It should hopefully be eliminated in
the future by the use of a different paint.
Removal of radiation events on the
CCD (of the order of one per row) was
done by a two-step filtering procedure
which does minimal damage to the data.
First, all pixels e x c d l n g by more than
a factor of 2 the value of the pixel at the
same position on the other 1-hour exposure were replaced by the pixel value
from the other exposure. Second, a median filtering over a few pixels perpendicular to the dispersion direction with a
high threshold for data modification was
applied and further removes all but a
couple of events. This second filtering
was necessary for removing the cosmic
rays affecting identical pixels in both
exposures.
Each object spectrum was finally extracted using all rows within the half
width of the object profile along the sPt,
and was calibrated in wavelength using
He and Ar calibration exposures. 11e
resulting dispersion is 3.7 &pixel, the
resolution l0k As much sky as available In each slit was independently
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wavelength calibrated and then removed from the corresponding object
spectrum. A long slit calibration procedure with a signal-weighted extraction
procedure will clearly yield a cleaner sky
subtraction, a crucial problem for faint
and extended objects, and a better SM
ratio in the extracted data but it has not
yet been applied to this set of data.
Figure 5 shows the sum of the two
1-hour spectra for a galaxy with R- 19.
The H and K lines, the G band and the
Hfi absorption line are clearly identifiable and yield r=0.321. The WN ratio of
the spectrum at 5500 A is 15.
The eight galaxies obsew6d in this
first MOS field with EMM1 have R magnitudes ranging from -18 to -20. The
derived redshifts range from z = 0.120
to z = 0.431. The sum of the two 1-hour
exposures is sufficient in all objects for
rough (Az-0.001) but reliable redshift
measurement using the positlans of the
H and K lines or the [Oil] and other
emission lines. Cross-corrdation analyses wth a reference spectrum will yield
smaller uncertainties in the redshift
measurement

-

In conclusion, the first tests of the
MOS mode of EMMl have proven that
the multi-slitlet plates can be prep&
at the instrument with the required quality and immediately used for astronomical observations without manual Intervention.
The results from the quick reduction
of the data from the October run can be
used for an estimate of the capabiltty of
the system. Assuming an optimal extraction procedure of the spectra, it
should be possible with EMMl to measure the redshift of as m n y as 15 objects down to an R magnitude of 21-22
In a field of 5 x 8 arcmln with three 1hour exposures.
The MOS mode of EMMl will be released to visiting astronomeE in the
course of Period 47 {AprilSeptember
1991).
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initial set-up of the system which rewired half of the first night. As for the
previous scientific observing run
(November 1990) the system worked for
the astronomers in a fully reliable and
reproducible way. During these observatlorn the seeing condiiiona varied
from good to excdlent. Unfortunately,
during part of the observing time the
programme suffered under cloud cov-

erage.
h e scientific goals of the November
1990 run concentrated on the solar system (i.e. Pallas), extragalactic astronomy 0.9. NGC 10681, and the search
for brown and red dwarfs Q.e. G29-38,
GI866). For this run the major interests
Were In the area of circumstellar features
0.e. Z CMa, FU Ori, W CMa), jets (Red
Rectangle), and ejected material from

luminws blue Wablm (i.e. q Car, AG
Car). Out of this list of &jets one of the
most exciting was q Carinae, where new
amazing structures of arcsecond scale
have been revealed around the central
object in the L- (38 pm) and M-band
(4.5 pm) (see Figure).
In addition, during the test and set-up,
night images ware taken in the visible
wavelength band wIth a commercial
CCD.These experiments demonstrated
that even in this range a significant Improvement in image quality (corrected
Image FWHM 0.4 arcsec for an initial
sseing of
0.7 arcsec) was possible
with the current prototype system.
The last and final run with the current
prototype swem is planned forApril
this year. Extendve technical tests will
be performed before the system goas
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back to Europe for a major upgrade
prcqramme (Called COME-ON PLUS). It
will be equipped with a fifty actuator
mirror and a modified wavefront computer to reach 40 Hz closed-loop bandwidth. TRis will allow to produce dlffraction-limited
images
at
sh-r
wavelengths, typioally down to 1.7 prm.
All optical parts will receive new, more
efliclent coatings, pushing the limiting
magnitude for the reference star up to
magnitude 14. This upgrade will make
the VLT adaptive optics prototype system a very powerfultool for higher angular resolution observation of the south9n-l sky.

G. GEHRING, ESO
E RIGAUT, Observatdm de ParisMeudon

New 2D Array Detectors Installed in IRSPEC and IRAC
A. MOORWOOD, €SO,Garching
A. MONET/ and R. GREDEL, ESO, La Siiia
IRSPEC at the NIT and IRAC at the
2.2-m telescope were equipped with
new SBRC 58x62 lnSb and Phllips
Components 64 x 64 Hg :Cd :Te arrays
respectively during late January and early February. In the case of IRSPEC the
new array has not only brought more
than an order of magnitude s/n gain at
1 ~ 2 . prn
5 but also provides a long-slit
capability which both extends the scientific capabilities of the instrument and
simplifies its operation compared with
the old 10 m y which it has replaced.
The present upgrading of these instruments has, at some risk, been done
between normally scheduled observing
runs in order to keep them available for
Visitors and so that they can benefit from
any improved performance as soon as
Possible. Due to the need to complete
this article within a few days of the end of
both test runs we are only able at this
stage to present a few preliminary results
based on partially reduced data at the
tel~copebut will report more fully in a
future issue of the Messenger. In the
Present evolutionary stage of infrared
Ways, however, the situation can
change rather rapidly. New lnSb arrays
have already been received and will be
tested as soon as possible In Garching
and a 256 x 256 Hg :Cd :Te array should
be delivered later this year. Visitors planning to appty for observing time are
therefore encouraged to contact Alan
Moorwood in Garching or the astronomers responsible on La Silla Roland
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Gredel and Andrea Moneti for IRSPEC
and [RAGrespectively for the latest information. (EMaiI: @DGAES051 or ESOMC1 ::ALAN or RGREDEL or MONFTI).

New Features at the NTT
In its new home at the NIT IRSPEC is
attached permanently to the telescope
structure (and hence free of instrumental flexure effects)and employs an optical de-rotator in front of the slit to counter the field rotation at the telescope
Nasmyth focus and to permit orientation
of the slit at any position angle on the
sky. The detector pixels of 76 pm are a
factor of 2.7 smaller than in the old
array, corresponding to
2 2 on the
sky, and the maximum slit length using
all 58 pixels in the cross dispersion direction would therefore correspond to
-2'. Unfortunately only the central 1' at
present is free of vignetting believed
to be mainly due to a radiation stop
installed several years ago when the slit
was only 6" long1 This will be removed
as soon as possible. Alignment of the
slit and de-rotator to the telescope optical axis (rotation axis) was achieved
within 1" and combined telescope/derotator tracking errors In the worst case
of objects transiting within l o of zenith
were measured to be less than 1". For
objects with accurately known coordinates the excellent Nf7 pointing does
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pose a small problem in that they usually disappear in the slit which then has to
be closed in order to see them!

For calibration purposes the slit can
be illuminated by an integrating sphere
equipped with spectral line lamps plus a
halogen lamp and black body source for
flat fielding which is mounted in the telescope adapter and viewed via a retractable diverter mirror,
During the recent test the lRSPEC
functions were controlledvia an HP1000
computer using the existing software
while the detector integration parame
ters were set by form filling on the A900
instrument computer with status display
on a RAM7EK monitor which is also
used to control the measurements
(start, stop, repeat, etc.) by 'mouse'
clicking on a menu bar. In future all
parameters will be set via the A900.
IHAP is available on-line with a RAMTEK
monltor for image display and a
graphics terminal for obtaining 1D spectrum plots, traces, etc. In addition, images and 1 D traces can be displayed in
real time on a monitor connected directly to the pre-processor in the detector
acquisition system. Cut levels and any
averaging desired for the 1 D display,
e.g the specttum averaged over n pixels
along the slii can be easily set via the
A900 terminal and the monitor automatically displays the coordinates and value
of the pixel (plus values of the sumunding pixels) indicated by a mouse driven
arrow.

